
Please do feed the bears 

The financial world needs its pessimists. 
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Nobody loves a party-pooper. When asset prices are going up, most people are inclined to 
celebrate. The bears who argue that asset prices are about to fall tend to get dismissed as out 
of touch (dotcom sceptics supposedly “just didn’t get it”) or are likened to stopped clocks: 
occasionally right, but mostly wrong. If they dare to make money out of their beliefs by selling 
short (betting on falling prices) when a crisis hits, bears are decried as economic vandals and 
politicians call for their activities to be banned.  

The word “bear” brings to mind an irrational, angry creature that lashes out at anything in its 
path. Of course, like their animal counterparts, some bears can be very wild indeed. The most 
excitable bears are not so much polar as bipolar. They dabble in conspiracy theories and talk of 
the collapse of civilisation and the need for investors to sell all paper assets, buy gold and 
retreat to Idaho. But bulls can be overenthusiastic too, talking of new eras in which asset 
prices will reach undreamed-of heights (remember the book “Dow 36,000”?). Over the past 20 
years it has been the repeated interventions of central banks to rescue bulls, not bears, that 
have contributed to the current mess by encouraging too much risk-taking. 

Those interventions, by shoring up stockmarkets with cheap money, have made life even more 
difficult for the bears. Historically, the odds have been against them. Share prices have 
tended, over the long run, to go up. If bears predict a crash and are proved wrong, they look 
like fools; if they are proved right, they suffer with everyone else when the economy dips. 
Those pessimists who work for investment banks come under pressure to change their views; 
banks are in the business of selling securities. Fund managers who turn bearish too early can 
lose their jobs or their clients. The safest places for bears are the worlds of academia, 
journalism and consultancy, where people are expected to hold strong opinions.  

Smarter than the average bull 

But the world needs to nourish its bears. They were right about most things in the past ten 
years: dotcoms and American houses were indeed overvalued, and rapid credit growth did 
make America’s financial system and the global economy vulnerable. It was bears who asked 
awkward questions of Enron, a failed energy-trading company, and who were most sceptical 
about the structured-credit products that now clog up banks’ balance-sheets. This decade, 
investors have lost more money listening to the bulls than to the bears. 

So when the bears say, as they do now, that the stockmarket rally is built on sand, they are 
worth listening to. On historical measures, Wall Street looked cheap only briefly, earlier this 



year, and now looks expensive again. The rally has once more been driven by interest-rate 
cuts. That rich-world central banks feel the need to keep rates close to zero shows how many 
economic problems remain. 

Legend has it that Roman generals, when making their triumphal marches, were followed by a 
slave whispering “Remember, you are mortal.” The bears play that role for investors. Their 
arguments should be countered with reason, not ridicule. And the right to sell short should not 
be restricted arbitrarily. If regulators want to prevent future bubbles, they need to let the 
bears roam as freely as possible. 
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